
 

 

 

Abstract: 

Social inevitable development include different aspects of society such as 

poem and literature. At the beginning of twenty century, different countries 

in the word, especially developing countries feel new needs and these 

needs are shown in the prose and verses literature of these countries. At the 

beginning of this century two countries, Iran and Lebanon had a political 

and social in commons, therefore the contemporaneous poet of the two 

countries should be responsible for human social problems and put this 

themes in its purports, and introduce the poets who try hard for solving the 

society problems and the image of the social concept. The most prominent 

Iranian and Lebanon's poet's which move in this situation are Rashid Salim 

Al-khori (1887-1984) and Iraj Mirza (1874-1926). Both of them lived in 

two different society with similar social conditions and because of this 

factor their poet portrayed their social problems. And the expressing of 

feeling in their poet is about social emotions instead of personal emotion. 

According to comparative literature of American academy, the poet of 

these two poets in the area of thought theory, especially the social thought 

can be considered .this query after survey on the common social 

Background will come to the result that the social elements such as 

freedom, home, fight against Colonialism, cruelty. Women, poverty and 

literacy are the axle of their poems, just with this deference that in contrast 

to the language of Rashid Salim khoris.  Iraj mirza poems are more irony 

than  
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